
Any time goods cross borders, customs authorities need to be informed, usually by means of an electronic
customs declaration. This is a time-critical process in the supply chain, and one that customs managers often
handle manually because of differing rules, regulations, data structures, and communication protocols—even
within a single customs jurisdiction like the EU.

Customs4Trade’s Customs Accounting System (CAS) Declarations Module automates the customs declaration
process, accelerating import/export time, ensuring compliance, and providing a holistic view of your customs and
trade operations. Say goodbye to brokers and third-party customs declarants. C4T’s CAS Declarations Module
allows you to take control of your international commerce and provides the data you need to optimize operations.

Speed to 
Market
RESTful APIs allow for 
easy integration into 
ERP or WMS. Before you 
know it, your 
declarations will be fully 
centralised and 
automated, accelerating 
your customs and trade 
operations.

Visibility 

Gain insights, 
monitor KPIs, and 
get instant status 
reports with an 
intuitive dashboard 
that provides a 
consolidated, real-
time overview 
across all 
operations.

Global 
Standard 

The CAS internal 
data model for 
declarations is 
based on the 
World Customs 
Organisation
(WCO) data 
model. 

Assured 
Compliance 
C4T’s customs 
experts continually 
update the system 
and legal content 
with changes to 
customs law, so you 
can rest assured 
you’re in 
compliance. 

Scalable

Gain organizational 
agility with the 
ability to quickly 
onboard cross-
border trade flows 
or downscale when 
focusing on the 
local market. 
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DECLARATIONS
Automate formalities to stay in control

of time-critical customs compliance

Key Benefits
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How it works

C4T’s CAS Declarations Module enables you to automate multiple declaration types in multiple countries,
supporting import, export, and transit declarations.

To bridge the gap between article-based logistics systems and declaration-based customs procedures, CAS uses
the concept of a Customs Shipment. A Customs Shipment is a shipment which needs to be cleared for unloading
or departure, and can be triggered by an ASN, POor SO, invoice, or factory completemessage.

Once the shipment is established, the process begins by sending lightweight Customs Shipment data on any
inbound or outbound shipments to CAS, which integrates seamlessly with your ERP or WMS. This data
submission triggers a rule which then auto-selects the appropriate Customs Flow. Customs Flows include
different declaration steps and deliver the requisite data to customs, port community systems and business
partners. Each Customs Flow is configurable and can aggregate data according to the need, including master
data, valuation, tariff measures, and any other default data or manually entered data necessary for
compliance.

The CAS Declarations Module files the declaration, shares information with business partners, automatically
resubmits data if needed, and provides exit confirmation—all with little to no human intervention. Multiple
user profiles including Declarant, Warehouse Operator, Customs Manager, and Customs Broker provide
different roles with exactly the information they need to see via the role-based dashboard.

Ensure compliance and accelerate your customs and trade operations with C4T’s CAS Declarations Module.
__
Contact our team today to set up a demo info@customs4trade.com.


